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Presentation Notes
Converting storage cavern pumping units to directly coupled submersible motor drivers from traditional above-ground motors coupled to line-shafts several hundred feet in length will yield pump reliability gains by eliminating the mechanical pump seal and the shaft support bushings.  However, this conversion process involves more than selecting a new pump with similar pump curves.  There are several technical considerations that must be evaluated in order to ensure reliable operation of the submersible motor and pump.  These technical considerations include reduced NPSH available, maintaining a water seal against product pressure during pump removal and installation, limiting motor amps during water removal, sealing the electrical penetration against product vapor pressure, motor casing and seal pressure rating, motor lube oil type, and motor safeguards instrumentation.  This presentation discusses the engineering steps that were taken in order to resolve the difficult technical challenges as well as other logistical challenges that were encountered in order to successfully complete the conversion of a propane storage cavern pump to a submersible motor drive pump.



BackgroundBackground

Propane Storage Cavern Propane Storage Cavern 
along Midalong Mid--west USA west USA 
PipelinePipeline
Location Iowa City, IowaLocation Iowa City, Iowa
Shale FormationShale Formation
500500’’ below gradebelow grade
2626’’ floor to ceilingfloor to ceiling
Propane in Liquid PhasePropane in Liquid Phase
3 pumps, 525 GPM each3 pumps, 525 GPM each

Pump Caisson

Cavern
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Presentation Notes
The picture shows a typical mined cavern cross-section.  Note the series of interconnecting tunnels with material left for supports.  Also note the pump column running from the surface to a sump dug below the cavern floor.



BackgroundBackground--Inside a Mined CavernInside a Mined Cavern
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Presentation Notes
The picture at left shows mining equipment and personnel inside a cavern during construction.  The mining equipment and personnel access to the Iowa City cavern was a 4 foot diameter bore.
The picture at right shows a cross-section of the Iowa City cavern pump and cavern with elevations.  The pump suction is approximately 500 feet below grade.  The pump assembly is a typical vertical lineshaft turbine pump design  The cavern floor is sloped to the pump sumps, which are 15’-6” below the floor.  The pump is attached to the motor with 500 feet of shaft supported every 10 feet with a steady bearing.  The shaft is sealed at the surface with a single mechanical seal.  The pump discharges through an 8 inch diameter pipe attached to the discharge head and nozzle.  The discharge column and shaft are made up of 20 foot sections with threaded couplings.  The entire pump assembly is inside a 14 inch diameter casing from the surface to the cavern ceiling.



Pump History at SitePump History at Site
Pumps driven by vertical Pumps driven by vertical 
motor with 500Ft shaft.motor with 500Ft shaft.
Shaft support provided by Shaft support provided by 
steady bearing every 10Ft.steady bearing every 10Ft.
Primary pump failure mode Primary pump failure mode 
is line shaft shaft bearing is line shaft shaft bearing 
wear resulting in seal wear resulting in seal 
failure.failure.
Mechanical seal failure on Mechanical seal failure on 
propane Service can be propane Service can be 
very dangerousvery dangerous
Environmental ConcernsEnvironmental Concerns
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Presentation Notes
This is a picture of a propane cavern pump motor at Greenwood, Nebraska.  The motor to pump shaft coupling and pump mechanical seal are clearly shown in this picture.  The 6” pipe exiting the photo to the left is the pump discharge pipe.  The 2” pipe connected to the pump casing at the bottom of the photo is the water line used to water flood the pump for maintenance.



Why Convert to Submersible Pump Why Convert to Submersible Pump 
Design?Design?

Eliminate pump mechanical seal.Eliminate pump mechanical seal.
–– ZERO Fugitive EmissionsZERO Fugitive Emissions
–– NO risk of catastrophic seal failure!NO risk of catastrophic seal failure!

Elimination of line shaft steady Elimination of line shaft steady 
bearings/wear and resulting bearings/wear and resulting 
failures.failures.
Environmental concerns virtually Environmental concerns virtually 
eliminatedeliminated
Ease of pump removalEase of pump removal
Noise ReductionNoise Reduction
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Presentation Notes
There is no suction isolation valve on the pump because the pump is taking suction from the cavern and discharging into the discharge column 500 feet below grade.  If the pump seal were to fail catastrophically, the method of isolation would be to water flood the cavern with approximately 4,000 gallons of water, which would take several hours from the time the leak starts to the time it is isolated.



Engineering ConsiderationsEngineering Considerations
Caisson filled with 231Ft water column during Caisson filled with 231Ft water column during 
pump removal to isolate propane in cavern. pump removal to isolate propane in cavern. 
Submersible Motor Size (physical) vs. 14Submersible Motor Size (physical) vs. 14”” 
Caisson I.D. i.e. It has to fit in the holeCaisson I.D. i.e. It has to fit in the hole……
System head curves for Propane and WaterSystem head curves for Propane and Water
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Presentation Notes
The pump selected for this project matched the performance of the existing pump.
The process of removing and installing the pump is performed while the cavern contains propane and is at the vapor pressure of approximately 100 psig.  The product is sealed in the cavern by filling the pump casing with a known quantity of water that will provide static head pressure greater than the product vapor pressure.  The only physical barrier containing the propane in the cavern is the column of water, so the water volume must be accurately calculated and measured.
Water requires twice the HP of propane for the same flow and pressure.
A submersible motor is installed below the pump suction, which decreases NPSHA (Net Positive Suction Head Available) by elevating the pump suction.
The motor is oil filled, and the oil inside the motor must be maintained at a higher pressure than the propane surrounding the motor.
The motor cable runs from the pressurized side of the discharge head to atmosphere and must have a seal rated for maximum cavern pressure.



Motor HP for Water 1.0 SG.= 250HPMotor HP for Water 1.0 SG.= 250HP
Motor HP for Propane .51SG.= 125HPMotor HP for Propane .51SG.= 125HP

Engineering ConsiderationsEngineering Considerations

1770 RPM 
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250HP Motor required in order to pump 250HP Motor required in order to pump 
water at synchronous speed of 1770 RPMwater at synchronous speed of 1770 RPM



Houston We Have  a Problem!!!!Houston We Have  a Problem!!!!

250HP 1800 RPM Motor too large  to fit into 14250HP 1800 RPM Motor too large  to fit into 14”” 
I.D. Caisson I.D.I.D. Caisson I.D.

Maximum motor size that fits is 125HP 1800RPMMaximum motor size that fits is 125HP 1800RPM

Engineering ConsiderationsEngineering Considerations

125HP Motor is a tight fit
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Presentation Notes
The motor for this pump is 125 HP.  A larger motor was considered, but the physical size of the larger motor would not fit in the 14” casing.  The size of the motor in the 14” diameter casing is depicted in the photo.  In addition, the added cost of a larger motor starter made the option of a larger motor less attractive than alternatives.




ResolutionResolution
Slower Speed of 1320 RPM can be used to Slower Speed of 1320 RPM can be used to 
pump water at the lower system head curvepump water at the lower system head curve
Required BHP is only 89 HP for water at Required BHP is only 89 HP for water at 
400GPM at Non400GPM at Non--Synchronous 1320 RPMSynchronous 1320 RPM

Iowa City Cavern System Heads vs Pump Performance
 VIS 10JMC 28 Stages
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The pump selected for this project matched the performance of the existing pump.
The process of removing and installing the pump is performed while the cavern contains propane and is at the vapor pressure of approximately 100 psig.  The product is sealed in the cavern by filling the pump casing with a known quantity of water that will provide static head pressure greater than the product vapor pressure.  The only physical barrier containing the propane in the cavern is the column of water, so the water volume must be accurately calculated and measured.
Water requires twice the HP of propane for the same flow and pressure.
A submersible motor is installed below the pump suction, which decreases NPSHA (Net Positive Suction Head Available) by elevating the pump suction.
The motor is oil filled, and the oil inside the motor must be maintained at a higher pressure than the propane surrounding the motor.
The motor cable runs from the pressurized side of the discharge head to atmosphere and must have a seal rated for maximum cavern pressure.



ResolutionResolution

It was determined that a 125 HP 1770 RPM  It was determined that a 125 HP 1770 RPM  
variable speed pump could be used for both the variable speed pump could be used for both the 
Propane and Water system head curves when Propane and Water system head curves when 
utilizing a VFD for pumping water to atmosphere utilizing a VFD for pumping water to atmosphere 
during deduring de--watering operation.watering operation.

Iowa City Cavern System Heads vs Pump Performance
 VIS 10JMC 28 Stages
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The pump selected for this project matched the performance of the existing pump.
The process of removing and installing the pump is performed while the cavern contains propane and is at the vapor pressure of approximately 100 psig.  The product is sealed in the cavern by filling the pump casing with a known quantity of water that will provide static head pressure greater than the product vapor pressure.  The only physical barrier containing the propane in the cavern is the column of water, so the water volume must be accurately calculated and measured.
Water requires twice the HP of propane for the same flow and pressure.
A submersible motor is installed below the pump suction, which decreases NPSHA (Net Positive Suction Head Available) by elevating the pump suction.
The motor is oil filled, and the oil inside the motor must be maintained at a higher pressure than the propane surrounding the motor.
The motor cable runs from the pressurized side of the discharge head to atmosphere and must have a seal rated for maximum cavern pressure.



Pump and VFD InstallationPump and VFD Installation

Pump being installed into caisson VFD Configured for Dual Speed Operation 
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Presentation Notes
Shown is a picture of the cavern pump installation following conversion to a submersible motor.  Note the pump discharge head (blue) and oil tank with instrumentation.



Pump InstallationPump Installation



One pump 550Ft Below Ground

No Mechanical Seal to fail

The Installation Today

2 years Later

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Shown is a picture of the cavern pump installation following conversion to a submersible motor.  Note the pump discharge head (blue) and oil tank with instrumentation.



Without the use of a VFD on this application, Without the use of a VFD on this application, 
a submersible pump could not have been a submersible pump could not have been 
installed into this service.installed into this service.

ConclusionsConclusions

By using a VFD for the purpose of speed By using a VFD for the purpose of speed 
optimization, a single pump can be used optimization, a single pump can be used 
effectively on varying system head curves effectively on varying system head curves 
and fluid densities, without the need of and fluid densities, without the need of 
artificial throttling and wasted energy.artificial throttling and wasted energy.



Thank you for coming.Thank you for coming.

Questions?Questions?
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